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Appendix 1: Direction of Migration for each species 
 The following figures show the difference in climate averages for each climate variable 
among each species and contrasts these shifts to climate shifts observed between 1961 and 2010 
across all locations where the species were found to occur. Climate shifts presented and 
discussed in the results section of the manuscript refer to the climatic shifts across the entire 
study area–– the climatic shifts across the distribution of each species (shown in black in Fig. 
A1.1-A1.8) were unreliable due to low sample size. 
 Averaged across species, burned plots exhibited shifts in climate space that were 55% 
greater for MTWM, 100% greater for MSP, and 208% greater for MWP. Specifically, these 
numbers result from the average climate niche difference for variable clim, climDif, for species i 
in burned plots,  climDif!", and subtracted from climDif#" such that climDif#" was always 
positive (if climDif#" was negative we multiplied both climDif#" and climDif!" by -1) and then 

averaged across species to get climDif# − climDif!. 
 
 

 
Figure A1.1 Pseudotsuga menziesii 
 



 
Figure A1.2 Pinus ponderosa 
 

 
Figure A1.3 Populus tremuloides 
 



 
Figure A1.4 Abies grandis 
 
 

 
Figure A1.5 Quercus chrysolepis 
 



 
Figure A1.6 Lithocarpus densiflorus 
 
 
 

 
Figure A1.7 Abies lasiocarpa 
 
 



 
Figure A1.8 Pinus contorta 
 
 
  



Appendix 2: Testing for correlation between slope aspect and fire occurrence 
across study area 
 We queried 1545 plots (the sample size of the least prevalent species) from each species 
and performed a two-sided t-test using R (v4.0.0). Results are shown in Figure A2. 
 

 
Figure A2 Boxplot showing the relationship between slope gradient and fire occurrence across 
the study area. A two-sample t-test showed that there was a statistically significant positive 
correlation between slope gradient and fire occurrence (p << .05) 
 
 



Appendix 3: Further Detail on Climate Variable Selection 
 The 8 initial climatic variables recommended for this type of analysis were Mean 
Temperature of the Coldest Month, Mean Temperature of the Warmest Month, Mean Annual 
Precipitation, Ratio of Actual to Potential Evapotranspiration, Potential Evapotranspiration, 
Precipitation Seasonality, Mean Annual Temperature, and Growing Degree Days1,2. We 
supplanted Precipitation Seasonality with Mean Summer Precipitation and Mean Winter 
Precipitation. We determined collinearity of the 9 variables by running the vifstep() function 
(which incrementally excluded variables with a VIF greater than 10) of the usdm R package3, for 
50 iterations. We then averaged the resulting VIFs of each iteration to produce Table A4-1. Of 
the 6 climatic variables with VIF < 10, we chose the 3 with the least collinearity for further 
analysis: Mean Summer Precipitation, Mean Winter Precipitation, Mean Temperature of 
Warmest Month. 
 

 
Table A3 Results of collinearity analysis 
  
 
  



Appendix 4: Reanalysis with Different Sets of Climate Variables 
 

 
Table A4.1 Results table for reanalysis with Mean Temperature of the Warmest Month, Mean 
Summer Precipitation, Mean Winter Precipitation, and $%&'() +,(-.&/(01-./(&".0

2.&30&"() +,(-.&/(01-"/(&".0
. Values 

appended with * indicate statistical significance (p < .05). 
 
 

 
Table A4.2 Results table for reanalysis with Mean Temperature of the Warmest Month, Mean 
Summer Precipitation, Mean Winter Precipitation, $%&'() +,(-.&/(01-./(&".0

2.&30&"() +,(-.&/(01-"/(&".0
, and Mean 

Temperature of Coldest Month. Values appended with * indicate statistical significance (p < 
.05). 
 
 



 
Table A4.3 Results table for reanalysis with Mean Temperature of the Warmest Month, Mean 
Summer Precipitation, Mean Winter Precipitation, 456789 :;8<=6>8?@<=>86A=?

B=6C?6A89 :;8<=6>8?@<A>86A=?
, Mean 

Temperature of Coldest Month, and Potential Evapotranspiration. Values appended with * 
indicate statistical significance (p < .05). 
 

Appendix 5: Results with Different Sample Size Minima 
 

 
Figure A5 Results table showing the primary climatic niche distance analysis using different 
thresholds of minimum plot sample size. The results with N ≥ 5 are presented in the manuscript, 
and N ≥ 10 and N ≥ 15 results confirm that the observation that fire increases RS rate is 
consistent across different minimum sample sizes. 
 



 
 
 
Appendix 6: Results with and without RS Vector Direction Filtering 

 
Figure A6 Results table showing the primary climatic niche distance analysis under different 
species vetting scenarios. The results with species RS direction vetted between both life-stage 
and burned-unburned groups are presented in the manuscript. Results from the other groups 
(Life-stage filtering and No filtering) confirm that the observation that fire increased RS rate is 
consistent across analyses using less species vetting. 
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